A Curriculum Designed for Social Change and Community-Based Philanthropic Leaders

www.EDGCurriculum.org

I need support to help sustain my work in community now and in the future.

I want to become a strategic donor and advisor.

I want to examine my current giving practices.
WHO:
EDG is designed for philanthropic leaders and professionals who experience limited donor of color engagement and seek to build solid connections with donors of color.

WHAT:
EDG is a series of 10 Curriculum modules based on the principles of social change and community-based philanthropy.

WHEN:
EDG Curriculum scheduled training will begin in 2017.

WHERE:
The EDG Curriculum is offered in an 8-hour instructor-led classroom setting. Trainings are conducted nationwide at a client selected facility.

HOW:
The EDG Experience moves beyond a traditional training program to one that guides you along a journey of self-discovery and transformation.

The EDG Curriculum supports and encourages donors of color to take intentional action that bridges the gap between individual giving and collective giving.

To schedule a session or to learn more about the EDG Curriculum, visit www.EDGCurriculum.org